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For Lily
Who would have loved to tag along.



About
The idea for this book arose somewhat as a spontaneous opportunity. I wanted to make a book, and I had a deadline. All the ideas in my head were
projects that would take time–a luxury I didn’t have. When I heard there was going to be a group photo walk along Hilo Bay, I knew that was going to
be the subject of this book.

As you browse these photographs, imagine yourself on a typical Saturday in July, walking along the bay in a small town on a tropical island in the
middle of the pacific ocean. People are out on the water in all manner of craft: surfboards, kayaks, outrigger canoes. Others are fishing, diving,
swimming, walking. A busy food and craft market is bustling with vendors, buyers and tourists. The sun is shining and a moderate trade wind is
blowing, making you warm, but not too hot. Puffy clouds dot azure skies. Lush, tropical foliage and verdant green fields greet your gaze inland,
fronting warm, blue ocean. A black sand beach stretches in a graceful curve around the bay. Children catch minnows with nets in a Japanese style
garden, with pools and footbridges.

Photographs hardly do it justice, but I hope that I have conveyed at least some of the beauty and interest of Hilo, Hawaii in these photographs.

Enjoy your walk. Aloha!

Eric Jeschke
July, 2010
Hilo, Hawaii



A Walk Along Hilo Bay

See the map on Google Maps:
http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?ie=UTF8&hl=en&msa=0&msid=108752256633260204999.
00048c3ef43ebb0759c15&z=15

http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?ie=UTF8&hl=en&msa=0&msid=108752256633260204999.00048c3ef43ebb0759c15&z=15
http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?ie=UTF8&hl=en&msa=0&msid=108752256633260204999.00048c3ef43ebb0759c15&z=15


The sun had been up only a few minutes when I arrived at the Mokuola parking lot in Hilo, Hawai’i shortly after 6 am on July 24, 2010. I was up early
to join some fellow photographers from the Hilo Photography Club for a photo walk.

Only a few cars were visible in the parking area.
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Looking east out to the sea, I could see a few intrepid paddle boarders plying their craft on the placid waters of Hilo bay. Summer is when the ocean is
calmest in Hawai’i and in the morning before the wind has picked up the mighty Pacific can seem almost like a sheet of glass.

Behind the paddlers in the distance you can see the great breakwater of Hilo bay. Completed in 1929, it makes the innermost part of Hilo bay even
calmer for ships bringing goods in and out of the port.
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Walking over the bridge to Mokuola, known more popularly as Coconut Island, the early golden light illuminates the foliage. Now a county park, in
early Hawaiian times this island was a place of refuge where Hawaiians could come to be pardoned for breaking various kapu, or laws. Some of these
laws were quite strict and the punishment could be death for breaking them. Many of them seem strange to us now: women and men should not eat
together, women should not eat bananas, a commoner’s shadow should not fall on an ali’i (upper class). Fortunately there were several of these places
of refuge where pardon could be sought for various transgressions.
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I’m one of the first to arrive. The park seems almost empty. Later in the day it would be packed with families enjoying the sunny summer day.
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A few fishermen are out trying their luck...
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After circling the park and “talking story” to a few fellow photographers, I decide to head back across the bridge to the main island. From the bridge,
at this angle, Mauna Loa appears to rise above old Hilo across the bay. An active volcano, Mauna Loa at 13,679 ft (4,169.4 m) looks deceivingly like
only a small hump. It last erupted in 1984, and the lava flow stopped just 10 miles from Hilo—close shave. Although the other very active volcano
Kilauea gets most of the attention on the island, Mauna Loa’s flanks have been swelling and geologists say it is due for an eruption. Due to its size and
prominence, a lava flow could reach about two-thirds of the island.
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Looking to the right (and zooming out a bit) the sister mountain Mauna Kea appears to be north of the town, although it actually is nearer to and
towers above Hilo. At 13,796 ft (4,205 m) above sea level it’s barely 100 feet plus taller than Mauna Loa. If we measure from its base on the sea floor,
Mauna Kea is over 33,500 feet (10,200 m) tall–higher even than Mount Everest (measured from its base). In the winter Mauna Kea is often covered in
snow. There is ample evidence that it was covered in glaciers during the last ice age.

If you look carefully, you can see some white specks on the summit. These are astronomical observatories, not snow.
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I cross over into neighboring Lili’uokalani Gardens. A Japanese-style gardens, it was created and named in honor of the last sovereign monarch of
Hawaii, Queen Lydia Lili’uokalani Paki. The tragic story of her deposition and the takeover of the islands by businessmen is a sad chapter in the
history of Hawai’i. Even after her deposition she remained an extremely graceful and important figure until her death in 1917.
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Serene and beautiful, the gardens are extremely popular with the locals. On any given day many citizens can be seen jogging, walking dogs, fishing,
reading or just relaxing here.
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The brackish ponds are fed by the ocean, and footbridges and paths lead over and around them. Catching minnows with nets is a popular pastime for
children.
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A colorful yellow stand of clumping bamboo.
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A cook pine and an ironwood are reflected in the still waters. Someone is meditating in the gazebo over the water.
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Reluctantly, I take leave of the park and head down Banyan Drive in the direction of Reed’s Bay.

Banyan Drive is famous for Banyan trees. These trees can grow to enormous size, and send down showers of roots that increase the apparent girth of
the tree.
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Many of the trees were planted by famous persons of the era: Amelia Earhart, Babe Ruth... a little sign at the base of each tree indicates who planted
it. Some of the the trees, such as this one, have been covered by other invasive plant growth. The vine you see trailing on the ground and up the trunk
is a common house plant on the US mainland. Here, escaped to the moist tropical soils, it grows huge and runs amok.
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My walk down Banyan drive takes me to Reed’s Bay, a calm inlet where many sailboats are moored and families and children swim and unload kayaks
for a paddle into the bay.
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Turning back up the drive, I pass a number of Banyans on the other side of the street and do a double-take when I see who planted this one. Some
famous folks indeed!
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After passing the other side of Lili’uokalani park I proceed up Banyan drive until it empties onto bayfront road, also known as Kamehameha Avenue
or “Kam Ave”. At this point the Wailoa River, coming down from the mountains, winds its way lazily through a state park, under a bridge and into
Hilo bay. Crossing the bridge, I come across a group of revelers doing flips from the bridge. Good thing for them the cops aren’t looking at this
moment!
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Looking toward the outwash of the river into the bay I see Suisan fish market on the right. A famous Hilo landmark, for many years they ran a
colorful fish auction every morning. You could stop by and see grocers bidding up huge Ahi or Mahimahi sitting on ice from the night’s catch.
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Crossing the bridge I walk back down to the long, black sand beach that fronts Hilo Bayfront Park. Before the breakwater was built, they say that this
was one of the most beautiful black sand beaches in Hawai’i, and royalty would surf here. I can well imagine it. People still surf farther up the bay
where the breakwater ends, but down at this end the main use is outrigger canoe paddling, and there are many club’s halau or canoe storage sheds here.

What’s this? There appears to be a crowd down the beach...
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Drawing closer I see that a large number of tents dot the beach and many spectators are seated under tarps or milling around. Flags are waving and a
loudspeaker blares as cheers erupt from different groups. I’ve apparently stumbled upon a canoe racing day.
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It takes a group of people to lift one of these heavy outrigger canoes and heft it down to the water.
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Each canoe club has several teams in different age levels and groupings. Young and old, men and women, mixed teams... Each boat typically has
around six paddlers. Sometimes there is a seventh that sits up front facing backward just to chant the paddle strokes and help with the strategy.
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Paddling is hard work and builds good muscle. I did it for a little while a few years ago. I hope I get a chance to pick it up again someday. Too many
hobbies, already!
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A close finish at the flags. Arms are burning. From listening to the announcements of heats and looking at the signs on the tents, I gather that this is
the island championships; the winners in each category will go on to represent the Big Island against the winners on the other islands in the state finals.
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A tired crew disembarks and a fresh crew gets ready to board for the next heat.
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I climb up from the beach and cross over Kam Ave to Wailoa River State Park. A statue of King Kamehameha graces a spot where many tourists
come to have a look at the face of the greatest storied king in Hawaii’s history. A fierce warrior, yet intelligent, and from all accounts a wise ruler,
Kamehameha witnessed Captain James Cook’s arrival in the islands in 1779. Using his own skills and knowledge as well as weapons acquired from the
european explorers, Kamehameha killed several rivals and succeeded in unifying the Hawaiian islands under a single ruler. After his death in 1819, a
succession of less capable heirs saw Hawai’i begin a gradual decline until the monarchy was eventually deposed.
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Wailoa park is built on developed city lands that were destroyed by two major tsunamis (giant waves) in 1946 and 1960. A fair number of people were
killed in both incidents in addition to widespread damage. After the second tsunami, the county wisely decided to preserve the area as a state park,
and not rebuild. It’s now a gorgeous park for all sorts of recreation. Footbridges and paths wind over and around the river. Most cities would dearly
love today to have this kind of green space.
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Huge grassy fields provide the city with ample space for keiki (kids) soccer, ultimate frisbee, football, you name it. I’ve spent a lot of time down here
lately watching my own kids in their soccer leagues.
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Nearing the end of Wailoa park I begin to approach the old historic downtown Hilo area. Like many cities, the new shopping areas are (thankfully)
outside the old city center. However, Hilo’s downtown is still vibrant. It’s a mix of eclectic shops, art galleries, restaurants, pubs, cafes, bakeries, a
couple of theatres, a school... All in a tropical setting on beautiful Hilo bay.
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My favorite music store, Hilo Guitars and Ukuleles, owned and operated by my good friend Ken. I spend too much money there!
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If you make this walk on a Wednesday or a Saturday, you can’t help but run into the Hilo Farmer’s Market as you enter the south end of the downtown
area. A hugely popular attraction, the market runs year round featuring an amazing array of locally grown food as well as an extensive craft market.

A hammock stall. Everyone needs a hammock, right?
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There are many flower plantations on the windward (Hilo) side of the island. Continuous trade winds bring alternating rain showers and sunshine.
When the clouds roll in and hit those two 14,000 foot mountains, rain happens. Although many types of flowers are grown here, the Big Island is
famous for both orchids and anthuriums.
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Another friend of mine, selling her famous “broke da’ mouth” brand of special sauces. A tourist samples.
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Moving over to the food side of the market, I enter near one of our favorite stalls. This lady always has loads of yummy musubi, sumon, cascaron, and
other local and filipino treats. My kids always look forward to this.
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Looking down one of the main aisles in the food tent. Jam packed with locals and tourists looking, sampling, buying. An amazing variety of local
produce, nuts, eggs, coffee, cheese, seafood...
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Hawaiian honey...
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Asian vegetables and tropical fruits of all varieties...
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A new friend selling kava, a type of polynesian root that is pounded and dried. It is mixed with water to make a mildly intoxicating beverage with
relaxing effects, like a mellow version of alcohol. As a side effect it numbs the tongue. In recent years kava bars have been springing up all over
Hawai’i.
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When I first came to interview for a job here, I took a quick look round the island. Despite all the beautiful beaches, lush valleys, waterfalls,
mountains, interesting culture, beautiful weather and everything else, what did I return with the most pictures of? The farmer’s market. “Hey Hon,
there’s this farmer’s market there that’s just amazing! You won’t believe it!”

I had to talk her into moving here. Now I probably couldn’t get her to move if I tried...
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Pulling myself away from the Farmer’s Market, I head down the sidewalk. I’ve now been out for a few hours and am getting pretty hungry. Colorful
shops and restaurants line front street. Time to pick one, have some luch and replentish my energy for the walk back to Coconut Island.
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What Hawaiian town doesn’t have a surf shop? There are several in Hilo.
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Looking down a side street toward the old Palace Theatre. As vibrant as it is, Hilo has a slightly seedy, dilapidated look that scares some folks off and
charms others. It’s an old town that has gone through good times and bad, lots of intense sun and rain, termites, mold, UV, hurricanes, tsunamis...

Maybe you’d look that that too if you had seen 100 years of all that!
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The history of Hawai’i includes waves of immigrants from China, Japan, Korea, the Phillipines, Portugal (!) and of course, America. Many came to
work on the sugar plantations that dominated business here for more than 100 years. Those days are gone, but the people are still here and you will
find all the cultures mingling along with Hawaiian in a kind of giant melting pot. It’s not always smooth, but somehow it works out surpisingly well.

More recent immigrants are from Thailand, Vietnam, Tonga, Europe and other spots. Hawaii has a beauty and charm that draws like-minded souls
from all over the world.
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I pick up a bento and head back down the makai (sea side) of Kam Avenue to watch a bit more of the canoe races. On my way back I pass under some
huge umbrella shaped trees. These dot the landscape here and there along the bayfront. Along with providing much needed shade, they add an
impressive presence to the landscape.
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I finish my bento and watch a few more heats. My wife calls on the cell. You done? We’re going to a swim party. You coming?

Yeah, I guess so. I wander back along the beach, over the bridge and through Lili’uokalani park back to the car. All in all a very pleasant 5.5 mile walk
along Hilo bay. I arrive at the party, a bit sunburnt and tired, but with a smile on my face.

Just another day in paradise.
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Book Considerations
Solo Photo Book Month is a do-it-yourself project to make a photo book in one month. All of the photos must be taken and the book laid out and
processed into a PDF in 31 days. This is my third year participating in the event, along with a number of other photographers all over the world.

This year I very nearly had to punt on the project. I was very busy with other aspects of life and was not really able to give any attention to the project
until the deadline was looming. With only a week to go a happy circumstance intervened to salvage the project–the local photo club held a photo walk
on a Saturday morning. I had a desperate idea to shoot all of the pictures for the project that morning, and make the walk itself the subject of the book.

If you have a comment to share, thoughts on the book, technical info, questions, whatever...drop by

http://redskiesatnight.com/books/a_walk_along_hilo_bay

and leave a comment. There you can also download a PDF version of this book, or find the link to buy a hard copy if you want one for your coffee
table.

If you have enjoyed my photography and would like to see more, please visit

http://redskiesatnight.com/

For more information about Solo Photo Book Month, see

http://sofobomo.org/

Technical Details
Photographs in this book were taken with a Panasonic GH1 camera and Panasonic lenses. I made all of the photographs within a six hour period in
the morning. In the bright sun and shadow, extremely contrasty scenes were often a problem, and required careful handling in post.

This book was made on Linux using free, non-proprietary software. Post processing was done using the GIMP and ImageMagick image processing
programs. The book is laid out using LATEX markup language and processed with xelatex. You can find out more about using LATEX for publish on
demand book making at the redskiesatnight.com link above.

The font used is Garamond.
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A Walk Along Hilo Bay

Getting an urge to do something active? Feel like stretching your legs? Take a walk along scenic Hilo Bay on the Big Island
of Hawai’i. But don’t be in a hurry; you’re on Hawaiian time now...


